
2024 SPOON RIVER SPEEDWAY E-MOD RULES 
 

[In addition to general rules] 
  
602 Factory Sealed, can only run a 650 four-barrel carb or Holley 4412 two barrel (NO 
AEROSOLS or SUPERBOWLS allowed and NO Tri-Y Headers). ALL carbs must meet ALL 
Go-No-Go gauges.  
ENGINE RULES: Factory engines on 6500 chip. You must provide chip. Dial boxes allowed. 
Digital box allowed only with HEI Distributor 
360 Engines must run 4412 Holley 2 Barrel. Choke horn can be removed, (No Polishing) 
Cast iron heads 23 degree. (6500 CHIP)  
602 engines must be sealed. 
No aluminum heads or blocks, roller cam, or magnetos. Starter may be stock or aftermarket. 
May use screw-in studs, stud girdle, roller rockers, aluminum intake and aftermarket exhaust. 
(NO Tri Headers). 
MSD ULTRA 6AL and MSD ULTRA 6AL PLUS IGNITION BOXES ARE NOT LEGAL 
Track has option of swapping crate engine for crate engine or having any engine torn down. 
CLAIM: $6500 Claimed driver can take money or ask for swap. Claimer gets long block. Any 
driver who refuses to sale, swap, or disobey tear down rules, will lose all money for said event, 
and lose all season points for year. Driver could be barred one year from infraction and fined 
$500, or both. 
 
All other Rules (Body) same as DirtCar Modifieds Except: 
ONLY Steel Drive Shafts Allowed. Fire suppression Recommended 
 
(One shock per wheel. LR traction shock must be vertical) 
Shock claim is $125 per shock. (NO Exchange) Must be Steel, No External Adjustable. 
SHOCKS, Bulb-Type, NO Schrader Valve Shocks, NO remote reservoir shock. Top four cars 
are subject to claim (1st place 1st). Claim must be made by driver immediately after their feature 
along with cash. Refusal of claim will result in loss of winnings and points for that night. NO 
Bump Stops, Bump Springs or Spring Rubbers of any kind Allowed at ANYTIME. 
CARBURETORS – Stock appearing- 2 barrel; Open- Nothing over 650 CFM 
TRANSMISSION: Same as UMP,  
BODIES Same as UMP EXCEPT can have a 5" spoiler measured from the top of the rear deck 
to the top spoiler. 
TIRES: G60, M30, M60 (Grooving & Siping allowed) NO Softening of any tire. 
Beadlocks allowed on all 4 wheels. Mudplugs foam or bolted on. 
WEIGHT: 602 Factory GM Sealed Engine-2400 LBS, 360 or Non-Factory -2500 LBS 
 
ANYONE CAUGHT CHEATING for Anything WILL Lose All Track Points and Money for 
that nights racing 
Refer to rule #30 in General Rulers for anything not covered. 
 
 


